
CLIENT ATTRACTION
MEGA CHECKLIST

60+ Impactful Tactics That Will 
Drive More Customers To Your 

Pet Training Business



Andrew Fraser has been seen on: Alpha Academy is a team of dog training business 
experts who specialize in helping dog training 
business owners like you create the business YOU 
want – one that enhances and enriches your life, 
while feeling fun and fulfilling.

Alpha Academy is led by dog training business 
owner (and lifelong dog lover) Andrew Fraser, 
whose dog training school went from struggling to 
successful when he discovered the strategies that 
he now shares with others.

Andrew is the owner of DogiZone, a full service pet 
care and training business. He is a Certified 
Professional Dog Trainer by the International 
Association of Canine Professionals, a Pet Tech 
First Aid and CPR instructor, as well as a member 
of the Association of Pet Dog Trainers. He is a 
teacher for Montgomery College for students who 

want to become dog trainers. Andrew has trained with world-class trainers such Martin Deeley, 
Fred Hassen, Bart Bellon and many more at their training schools and seminars. Andrew has also 
learn from top business gurus such as Tony Robbins, Mike Agugliaro, Dean Jackson, Brian Kurtz, 
David Meerman Scott, Toby Alexander and many more.

Andrew Fraser is a nationally recognized leader in the pet industry. From dog trainers to dog 
walkers, from pet groomers to pet stores, Andrew has worked with dog training businesses of all 
sizes throughout the country to help them resolve the challenges they face and pursue 
opportunities to grow.

www.AlphaAcademyPro.com



It can be easy to feel stuck in a rut on how we market to new leads. We do the same tactics over 
and over as it’s all we know and aren’t sure how else we can bring in new customers to our pet 
business. I felt the same way when I started my business. I felt like I was marketing constantly but 
was not bringing in enough new leads to increase my revenue. What was I doing wrong? 

After a ton of testing and analyzing results I dialed in a ton of strategies. You do not want to put all 
your eggs in one basket. Plus you do not want to throw spaghetti on the wall and hope it sticks. This 
is why I am giving you this MEGA checklist of lead generation, client attracting tactics that have 
worked for me to grow Dogizone.

Contact Past Customers 

Simple, but overlooked. Contact those that bought from you in the past 24 months.

Dig Out Past Customers

You’ll need a great script which hooks people.Telemarketing can be very effective if you have 
incredibly good customers from the past.

Magnetic Stickers and Tags

If your product is bought irregularly and is unimportant to the buyer. Stick them on your product 
when you sell or install it. For people who aren't your customers, go door to door with the stickers, 
or mail them to people with a cover letter.

Uniforms / Name Tags

Uniforms are particularly important for any businesses that sells door to door, or those who 
provide a service in people’s homes. Name tags also work well, and allow the customer to feel they 
know you.

Test and Measure

Everything from your advertising to the amount of phone calls you make needs to be tested and 
measured. When you test and measure this area of your business, you can find out which lead 
generation strategies are working, which ones need to be fixed and which ones need to be dropped.

60+ Impactful Tactics That Will Drive More
Customers To Your Pet Training Business



Named Promotional Gifts

Item such as a pen with your name and/or logo on it. This idea is good to keep your existing 
customers happy.

Trade Shows

Select the right shows.Think carefully about the cost, and about how much you need to sell to make 
that money back. Have a demonstration, a professional ‘speaker’ to promote your display, run a 
competition, and have a ‘trade show only’ special.

Open Days and Sign on Days

Great way to introduce people to your business, particularly if they’ve had reservations about 
coming in before. Advertise it properly and have enough incentives (goodies, entertainment, and 
special deals).

Referral System

Ask your customers for referrals. Have a referral rewards program, eg, gift for every referral. Ask 
your A customers for referrals first.

Party Plan

People hold a party with their friends and demonstrate your product. You supply a demonstrator 
who will do the selling. The host receives a bonus if a certain amount of product is sold. More 
effective if your target market is female.

Network Marketing

Is my product so good that anyone who uses it will literally beg their friends to buy it too? Amway is 
the model.

Brochures

Having a good quality brochure can increase your conversion rate, however, relying on it to do the 
selling for you, can have an adverse effect.

Barter / Trade Exchanges

This can work very well for service based businesses that have very low hard costs. It can have a 
negative effect on your cash flow if you’re paying conventional money for your stock and bills, but 
only getting trade dollars coming in.



Window Displays

Do something interesting, and encourage people to come in with ‘More Inside’ or ‘Come in to try on 
this suit in your size’

Business Cards 

Try adding some benefits, and your main point of difference.

Networking Functions

People buy off people they like, know and trust. If you get to know someone on a social basis, they 
are more likely to do business with you. Spend just enough time with each person to build a 
relationship, and get the future appointment you’re after.That doesn’t mean that you set an exact 
time and date, simply that you get their permission to come and see them in the near future.

Host Beneficiaries

Promote yourself directly to the customers of another business. Offer the customers a gift 
voucher, offer to pay for the business owner’s mail out, offer the business owner commission on 
any sales or offer the favor in reverse.

Strategic Alliances

Join forces with complementary businesses, and help each other. You could either market 
yourselves under the one name, making your joint business a ‘one-stop shop’, or just have a 
gentlemen’s agreement to share customers, and refer them.

Post Card Mailings

Send prospects a postcard which advertises your business. Postcards make for an ideal ‘teaser’ – 
that is, they don’t tell the whole story.

Cold Calling 

You need to have a good list and a good script.

Create an Industry Newsletter

Full reign to advertise your product wherever you want, and how you want. Sell advertising space 
to other non-competitive businesses. Talk about new products on the market that you sell.



Competitions / Surveys

Mail to your customers, and ask them to buy. If they do, you’ll automatically put them into the draw 
for something they’d dearly love to have. Ask your customers, and the people who don’t become 
customers why they made the decision they did. What made some buy, and what prevented the 
rest. By analyzing these results, you can start to identify the areas where you can improve, and 
those where you’re doing well.

Provide Team Selling Incentives

Make the incentive challenging to win, yet accessible to all salespeople. If you have one ‘top gun’ 
who always wins, the others will gradually become disenchanted and won’t try. You could have one 
for the best service, one for the best ethics and so on.

Press Releases

Newspapers will only do this if there is a newsworthy angle to your article, and if it is well written 
and almost ‘print ready’.The best angle is awards and volunteering.

Be an Expert, e.g. Write a Book

This form of marketing can be extremely effective allowing you to market yourself as experts. You 
may even decide to give the book away for free, in order to get leads.

Internet / Web Pages

The internet has fast replaced mail order catalogues in the USA. Here many companies have realized 
the benefits of being able to sell anywhere in the world from the comfort of their own home.

Blogging

Have your blog feature advertisements for your products or sell advertisements for other products.

Social Media 

Establish a presence on social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.

Local Newspaper Advertising

The types of businesses that can benefit from this form of advertising are service based companies 
such as plumbers, hairdressers or electricians.



Industry Newsletter / Ads

These newsletters are sent to very particular people, and advertising in them can be effective. The 
challenge can be the low interest people take – if they haven’t paid for the newsletter, they may not 
read it properly.

Sidewalk Handbills

This can be good if you have an incredible offer, and your business is just a quick walk from where 
you are handing out the flyers. Most people dump them immediately, so again, you must reach the 
target market.

White Pages

You may want to go for a bold heading, so you’re easily seen. Your White Pages listing can also be 
useful when advertising on a broadcast medium. If you’re advertising on television or radio, add the 
line ‘Find us under X in the White Pages’ to your script. This way people will still be able to look you 
up, even if they haven’t had the chance to write your number down after hearing or seeing your ad.

Fax Outs

If the fax out is well targeted, and addressed to someone (or at least, a position), there is a chance it 
will succeed. A phone follow up makes it more effective still.

Ads on back of Grocery Receipts

Includes a coupon that people will want to collect. If your business has mass appeal and is local, this 
can work very well, especially if your prices appeal to the local ‘coupon cutters’. The type of 
businesses that can benefit from these promotions, are those with smaller, less expensive items 
such as video stores or fast food outlets.

Taxi Backs & Bus Sidings

A fairly obscure way to market yourself, but it can be good for event promotion and public 
announcement advertising. Because the only chance people will have to read it is when they’re 
stopped at traffic lights or in heavy traffic, you need to keep your message short and to the point.

Car Signage

Often used by network marketers, and almost never works. Of course, an argument for it may be – 
your car is an advertising medium you own. If you don’t have to pay for it, there’s no gamble, is there? 
But spending a lot of money on this form of advertising is a waste as it will never pay for itself.



Magazine Advertising

A great way to go after a very specific target market. Magazines are great if you sell your product 
nationally or have a high price, target a specific product or service. 

Trade Journal Advertising 

Excellent for reaching a very particular group of professionals or businesspeople.

Mailbox Flyers

A cheap medium, but a very unreliable one. Most flyers get dumped in the bin without a real look. 
Your headline must speak to the reader straight away, and offer something very attractive. People 
resent junk mail, and will only respond to flyers that speak to them directly

Yellow Pages

Excellent for products that people only buy occasionally. If your business is built on a constant 
supply of new customers, it’s likely that Yellow Pages will work for you. The important thing is to 
stand out – do something different to what everyone else is, and remember that your readers are 
already buyers.

Previous Prospects

Situations may have changed for people that have said no to you before. Gatekeepers may be gone. 
Try again.

Direct Mail

This strategy can be very effective for service based companies and retail stores. It can also be 
useful if you sell from a warehouse or depot, or if you intend to cold call on your prospect in the 
future, as may be the case with an insurance salesperson.

Document Your Prospects

You cannot successfully communicate unless you know who your prospects are. Keep track of your 
prospects on paper or computer, just do it. Simply by counting your number of prospects will keep 
them in the forefront of your mind so you are focused on finding new prospects.



Market Days

People who come to markets are looking to buy, but only if it’s cheap, a real bargain or something 
completely out of the ordinary. If your product fits into one of those categories, it could be a good option.

Open Longer / Different Hours

When deciding on what hours to open, ask yourself what time you’d be most likely to want to come 
to your store if you were a customer. You can also try asking your existing customers their 
thoughts on what would be more convenient business hours.

Sponsorships

Sponsoring sports teams can work well if you get good profile, or naming rights. It’s mostly an 
awareness building tool, which can mean it has questionable cost-effectiveness.

Daily Newspaper Advertising

Daily papers can work for any type of business, but are particularly effective when you’re having 
a sale.

Newspaper Inserts

The key to success is having a strong offer. For example, a hairdressing salon offering free haircuts, 
would expect to get a good return. Try using a picture on your insert that grabs attention and tells 
a story.

Find Your Niche

Satisfy a specific market need. Become a specialist. You can become a big fish in a small pond rather 
than a small fish in a big pond.

Building Signage

Good for fast food, restaurants and businesses with high roadside visibility. Make the signage work 
for you – offer benefits and good deals.

Piggyback Invoice Mailings

Ask another business owner if you can include a flier or letter with their regular invoice mailings. 
Offer to pay for the mail out as an incentive.


